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:الملخص
 ) فً ًجٌد بعط اىغبصاث اه مؤمسذة اىقٌٌتCuPc ( ٌيذف ىزا اىبحث أسبسًب إىى دساست اىنبقيٍت اىنيشببئٍت ألغشٍت سقٍقت من فثبىٌسٍبنٍن اىنحبط
 ٌعشض اىجضء األًه ىيبحث، ً ىتحقٍق ىز ه اىغبٌت. ًرىل إل ستخذاميب فً أجيض ٍة إلستشعبس اىغبص،NO2  خبصت منيب،اىتً تسبىم فً تيٌٌث اىيٌاء
 ًمزا ىتحسٍن حشمٍت امتصبص جضٌئبث اىغبص، من أجو اىتٌصو إىى أفعو دسجت حشاسة ىيتشغٍو، دساست تطٌس اىتٌصٍو اىنيشببئً ىيزه اى ِمجسّبث
 حبًىنب تطٌٌش نمٌرج سٌبظً ٌصف بأمبش قذس ممنن من اىذقت اىسيٌك اىنيشببئً ىيزه اى ِمجسّبث ىمحبمبة،ي مشحيت ثبنٍت
 ف.عيى سطح اهغبقت اهسقٍقت
 ًأدث، " عيى حذ سٌاء فً مشحيتً امتصبص اىغبص ً مجِّـو عيى سطح اىطبقت اىحسّـبستElovich "  ًقذ تم تطبٍق نمبرج. تشغٍييب ًهتحسٍن أدائو ا
. اىمقبسنت إىى ًجٌد تشببو مبٍش بٍن منحنٍبث اإلستجببت اىنظشٌت ً اىتطبـٍـقـٍــت
Résumé

.  اىنمزجت-  اىنبقيٍت-  فثبىٌسٍبنٍن-  غبقت سقٍقت-  ِمجسّبث اىغبص: الكلمات المفتاحية

L’objectif principal de ce travail est l’étude de la conductivité électrique de couches minces de phtalocyanine
de cuivre (CuPc), en présence de certains gaz oxydants forts impliqués dans la pollution de l'air,
particulièrement le NO 2, pour une utilisation en tant que dispositifs de détection de gaz. Pour atteindre cet
objectif, la première partie présente l’étude de l’évolution de la conductivité de ces capteurs de gaz afin de
trouver la température optimale de fonctionnement et d'améliorer la cinétique d'adsorption des molécules de
gaz sur la surface de la couche mince. Dans une deuxième étape, nous avons essayé de développer un modèle
mathématique qui décrit le plus fidèlement possible le comportement électrique de ces capteurs afin de simuler
leur fonctionnement et d'optimiser leurs performances. Les modèles d’Elovich ont été appliqués à la fois à la
phase d'adsorption et à la phase de désorption de gaz par la couche sensible et ont conduit à de bonnes
similitudes entre les courbes de réponse théoriques et mesurées.
Mots clés : Capteurs de gaz - couche mince - phtalocyanine - conductivité - modélisation.
Abstract

The main objective of this work is to study the electronic conductivity of copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) thin
films in presence of certain strong oxidizing gases involved in air pollution, particularly NO2, for use as gas
sensor devices. To achieve this objective, the first part presents a study of the conductivity evolution of these
sensors, in order to find the optimal operating temperature and to improve the kinetics of adsorption of gas
molecules on the surface of the thin layer. In a second step, we tried to develop a mathematical model that
describes as closely as possible the electrical behavior of these sensors in order to simulate their operation and
optimize their performances. Elovich models have been applied to both gas adsorption and desorption phases
and have led to good similarities between theoretical and measured response curves.
Keywords : Gas sensors - thin layer - phthalocyanine - conductivity - modeling.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, there is an increasing interest in developing conductometric sensors for gas detection. A
way of detecting gas with conductance techniques could be using a material whose electrical
properties vary in the presence of that gas [1]. To perform the continuous monitoring of pollutants in
troposphere, national agencies of air quality control networks use expensive commercial analyzers
based on spectroscopic techniques. Despite their satisfying performances for such application (high
selectivity, low threshold, good resolution and weak response times), gas analyzers are not appropriate
to realize pollutant cartography with high spatial resolution because of their price, their dimensions,
their difficult implementation and their poor mobility. To compensate these disadvantages for such
application, the use of chemical gas sensors constitutes a very attractive alternative [2].
Amongst all pollutants present into the troposphere, some of them are dangerous in high
concentrations and must be monitored [3] such as NO2 [4], NO [5], SO2 [6, 7] and some volatile
organic compounds (VOC) [8, 9]. Nitrogen oxides (NOX: NO and NO2) are released from cars
exhausts and combustion processes. They cause lung irritations, decrease the fixation of oxygen
molecules on red blood corpuscles and contribute to acid rains. Nitrogen dioxide, NO2, remains a
pollutant which requires a special monitoring in view of its dangerousness for health and environment.
Its health hazards are well-established: above 80 ppb, respiratory troubles begin to be acute [10]. In
urban atmosphere, NO2 is the reaction product of nitrogen monoxide (NO) oxidation process with
oxygen according to the reaction (1), the kinetics of reaction being fast because of the chemical
instability of NO in air.

NO 

1
O2  NO2
2

(1)

Phthalocyanines (Pcs) have been studied for many years and they are still the subject of intense
investigations. Pc and its transition metal complexes have been used in various technological
applications, such as gas sensors [11 - 13], catalysts [14], solar cells [15], liquid crystals [16, 17],
nonlinear optics [18], electrochromic displays [19] and photodynamic therapy (PDT) [20 - 22].
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The sensor system developed in this work takes advantage of the partial selectivity of phthalocyaninebased chemoresistors to strong oxidizing analytes (NO2 and O3) [23 - 25]. Thus, the sensitive element
of our gas sensor device consists in a copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) thin films of 300 nm prepared by
physical vapor deposition (PVD) (evaporation rate was 0.2 nm/s) under vacuum (approximately 2.10-6
mbar) onto interdigitated electrodes screen-printed on the upper side of an alumina substrate (3mm ×
5mm × 0.3mm). On the lower side of the substrate, a screen-printed platinum resistor is devoted to
sensor temperature control (Fig. 1). Interdigitated Pt electrodes (IDEs), polarized under 1 volt dc, are
used to measure conductivity variations of the CuPc thin film which depend, in time, of gas
concentration in sensor environment [26].

Figure 1: Copper phthalocyanine thin film evaporated on alumina substrate and placed on integrated
circuit socket (TO8 type).
A methodology of measurements which exploits the kinetics of sensor response is applied. It
overcomes the problem of the long response time these sensors suffer and improves the reproducibility
of measurements by reducing drifts in sensor responses.
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The dimensions of the interdigitated electrodes being perfectly determined
(L: length = 25
mm; lS: inter-electrode
space = 0.125 mm), the electronic conductivity σ of CuPc thin film with
thickness e can be determined from electrical current I passing through the sensor polarized under bias
voltage U according to the following equation:



l  ls
U  Le

(2)

The current delivered by the structure and linked to conductivity variations is measured at regular time
intervals by means of a Keithley digital multimeter. Data are then transferred by RS232 serial link to a
computer to be recorded and easily treated.
3. EXPERIMENTAL
The presence of oxidizing gases such as NO2 in the environment of the sensor causes a change in its
conductivity (increase). This results from a combination of physico-chemical reactions between the
sensitive layer of the sensor and the gas molecules adsorbed on its surface (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: CuPc-based sensor conductivity measuring method.
The levels of nitrogen dioxide in the atmosphere may change from a few ppb to about 100 ppb,
depending on weather conditions, human activities and seasons. Therefore, the behavior of our
structures has been tested for NO2 concentrations ranging between 20 to 100 ppb and for temperatures
ranging between 50 to 150 °C.
Figures 3 and 4 show the behavior of a CuPc thin layer exposed alternately to NO 2 doping cycles
during one hour, followed by desorption phase in pure nitrogen during three hours at various operating
temperatures (50, 80, 120 and 150 °C). The exposure time is chosen in line with the evolution dynamic
of NO2 in the atmosphere. At relatively low temperatures, i.e. 50 °C and 80 °C, the reaction kinetics
do not allow obtaining a stable conductivity value, and despite a ratio of 1/3 between exposure time /
rest time, the reversibility of the physico-chemical processes is not complete (Fig. 3). The average
conductivity increases due to the gradual occupation of the adsorption sites in the bulk of the layer.
However, the response of our structure depends on the concentration of nitrogen dioxide, and the
amplitude of the conductivity variations found for various increasing concentrations during the same
time interval increases. Similar behavior is observed for higher temperatures (120 °C and 150 °C) as
illustrated in Fig. 4. However, the reversibility of the sensor response is significantly improved in this
case.
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Figure 3: Conductivity variations versus time of CuPc thin layer (300 nm) at various temperatures (5O
°C and 80 °C), exposed alternatively to NO2 concentration increments followed by return under clean
air after each exposure.

Figure 4: Conductivity variations versus time of CuPc thin layer (300 nm) at various temperatures (12O
°C and 150 °C), exposed alternatively to NO2 concentration increments followed by return under clean
air after each exposure.
4. MODELING AND SIMULATION

4.1

Modeling of the conductivity evolution according to the concentration of doping gas at
various temperatures
In constant temperature, the conductivity increases according to the concentration of NO 2 in
the range 20 to 100 ppb. If the temperature is enough brought up, a good reversibility of the
adsorption process is observed for increasing then decreasing of the doping gas concentration
[26 - 30].
We use the following relation:

  K  C

(3)

Where C is the concentration of the doping gas.
K and α are constants.
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A passage by the natural logarithm makes it possible to linearize the equation (3), and to
deduce the coefficient α by means of the method of least squares. The values obtained for
various temperatures are presented in Table 1:
Table 1 : Coefficient α for different T°
T (°C)
Α

50
1.135

80
0.999

120
1.052

150
0.695

The conductivity is proportional to Cα, where C is the concentration of NO 2. When the
temperature increases, the coefficient α decreases as well as the sensibility of the material as
shown in Table 1. The experimental results show that the optimal temperature for the
adsorption phase is located around 50 °C (Fig. 5).

Figure 5: Log – Log plot of the conductivity evolution vs. NO 2 concentration.

4.2

Modeling of the adsorption and desorption phases

The modeling of the adsorption / desorption kinetics of NO 2 by metallo-phthalocyanines
(MPc) thin films has always attracted researchers interest [32, 33]. Some of them have
suggested that information about NO 2 concentration may be derived from the initial
conductivity changes of an MPc film, rather than from data obtained under saturation
conditions [34].
There are several isotherms for modeling the adsorption processes of gaseous species on
solid [36, 37]. Elovich equation has been widely used to describe the adsorption of gas onto
solid systems and adopted to examine the mechanism of the adsorption process [38]. Thus, it
was suggested that the initial response of CuPc thin films to NO2 exposure follows the
Elovich equation [1]:

d
 a  e( b. )
dt

(4)

Where dθ/dt represents the rate of change of the surface coverage θ, and a, b are constants: a
is the initial sorption rate and b is the desorption constant during any one experiment [1, 34].
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4.2.1 Adsorption phase
Integrating equation (4) and applying the initial condition: at t = 0, θ = θ0: initial coverage
rate, give:

e(b )  a  b  t  e(b0 )

(5)

Assuming that the change in electrical conductivity is proportional to the change of surface
coverage (σ~θ), it follows that:

e(b ' )  a ' b ' t  e(b ' 0 )
and:



(6)

1
1
 ln a'b'   ln t  t 0 
b'
b'

t0 

(7)

1
 e(b ' 0 )
a ' b '

Where b’ is a constant, σ0 initial conductivity before exposure to the gas and a’ is a
coefficient depending on the dopant gas concentration.
This relationship is particularly correlated with the results of the NO 2 action on copper
phthalocyanine obtained by Zhou and Gould (1998) [37, 39].
Figure 6 shows the comparison of experimental measurements and data calculated from
equation (7) with the coefficients shown in Table 2, for one hour doping with various NO 2
concentrations of a CuPc thin layer maintained at 50 °C, and of which complete response is
given in Figure 3.
Table 2 : Coefficients associated to Elovich model and determination coefficient values (R 2)
for various NO2 concentrations, describing the sensor response at 50 °C in adsorption phase.

NO2 Concentration
(ppb)

a’

b’

t0

R2

20

1.12 10-8

7.69 10-5

122.3

0.99865

40

2.75 10-8

7.69 10-5

69.0

0.99972

60

6.04 10-8

7.69 10-5

47.6

0.99978

80

1.19 10-7

7.69 10-5

38.1

0.99985

100

2.37 10-7

7.69 10-5

29.8

0.99991
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Figure 6: Confrontation between the experimental data and Elovich model for a CuPC thin
film exposed to various NO 2 concentrations at T = 50 °C in adsorption phase.
4.2.2. Desorption phase
In terms of modeling of the gas sensors response kinetics, most of the researchers are solely
interested in the gas adsorption phase onto the sensitive layer [35, 40]. However, a
satisfactory behavior of these structures as gas sensors requires a good reversibility of the
phenomenon, resulting in a rapid return to the rest state as soon as the action of the target gas
stops. This property follows directly from the reversibility of physisorption and
chemisorption reactions between target gas and sensitive material, and affects the
reproducibility of measurements.
Applying the Elovich model, and using the equation (5) for the NO2 desorption phase yield a
best fitting to the experimental data as shown in Figure 7. This good matching is performed
for the values of the parameters shown in Table 3.
Figure 7 shows the comparison of experimental measurements and data calculated from
equation (7) with the coefficients shown in Table 3, for one hour dedoping under clean air
after exposure to various NO2 concentrations of a CuPc thin layer maintained at 50 °C, and
of which complete response is given in Figure 3.
Table 3: Coefficients associated to Elovich model and Determination coefficient values (R 2)
for various NO2 concentrations, describing the sensor response at 50 °C in desorption phase.
NO2 Concentration
(ppb)

a’

20

11

40
60
80
100

b’

-1.74 10-1.57 10

-

11

-6.2 10-6
-3.92 10
6

-2.23 10-

-7.91 10-

-1.52 10-

-9.25 10-

-1.24 10-

11

11

6

6

6
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R2

231

0.99907

92.5

0.99987

99.3

0.99995

106.3

0.99996

93.3

0.99987

-

-4.13 1011

t0
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Figure 7: Confrontation between the experimental data and Elovich model for a CuPC thin
film exposed to various NO 2 concentrations at T = 50 °C in desorption phase.
4.2.3. Discussion
Figure 6 and Figure 7 highlight a very good correlation between the experimental data and those
calculated from the Elovich model, thus allowing to affirm that this model describes with a good
accuracy the response of our gas sensor to the dopant gas both in adsorption and desorption phases.
5. CONCLUSION
The present study deals with a sensor-system achieving the monitoring of nitrogen dioxide in
an environmental context. The sensing element consists of a copper phthalocyanine thin film
chemoresistor which exhibits a partial selectivity to strong oxidizing species in air, i.e. ozone
and nitrogen dioxide. Because of its high sensitivity and its partial selectivity towards
oxidizing pollutants (nitrogen dioxide and ozone), copper phthalocyanine-based
chemoresistors are relevant.
We have demonstrated their high sensitivity to the nitrogen dioxide at very low
concentrations (ppb) and relatively low temperature (50 °C). Their small dimensions,
compatible with microelectronics techniques, and their low cost make them an attractive
alternative to conventional gas analyzers. Then, in order to find the optimal operating
temperature, and to improve the adsorption kinetics of gas molecules on the surface of the
thin layer, modeling the law of conductivity evolution versus the concentration of the doping
gas at different temperatures suggests an optimal operating temperature, favoring the
adsorption process of the gas molecules by the thin layer, around 50 °C. On the other hand,
we tried to model the electrical conductivity of these devices toward the target gas
concentration. We found that the response curves derived from experimental data coincide
perfectly with the proposed Elovich model, both in adsorption and desorption phases with
determination coefficient (R2) values close to 1. The analysis of experimental data and those
provided by the proposed model has revealed the existence of a relationship between the
dopant gas concentration and the parameter a’ of the Elovich model thus allowing to estimate
the concentration of the target gas from this parameter value.
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